Latex-Free

Bili-Bonnet

Stretches open to allow Bili-light
to penetrate the entire head.
3 Sizes Fit all head shapes.





No Confusion
Easy to apply
No straps to frustrate
No adhesives to damage skin

Compression Technology








Order #

Product Description

Makes ours the only mask with
minimal light penetration
Rests on ocular face bones and
removes pressure from eye
Mask is Reversible made of PE
Foam & Brushed Nylon
Conforms to baby’s face with
plenty of room for adjustment
on each side

Bx Qty

Bili-Bonnet Phototherapy Masks
01A

Preemie size for infants
approx. 27-30 weeks

50

01B

Newborn size for infants
above 31 weeks approx.

50

01C

Ultra preemie size for infants
below 27 weeks approx.

50

Tabs are rounded & very low
profile hook & loop that allow
attachment at any angle
to maximize fit and
minimize slippage.

Bili-Bonnet
How to put the patented Bili-Bonnet phototherapy mask on correctly

Remove from package, then

Stretch bonnet over baby’s

stretch gauze and pull over

head to go from the nape of

fist to create a bonnet.

the neck to the forehead.

Repeat with tab on other

Ensure the netting is opened

side. The mask should be
snug & secure but not tight.

up all the way over the head
to allow light to penetrate.

Attach velcro tab to one side.
Note, the mask has a 1 inch
area for better adjustment &
velcro tabs are rounded .

Now once again stretch netting
down to the nape of the neck and
up to the forehead.

The end result is a mask
that stays on better
giving the nurse more
time for other things.
Most Important Step

Protects the eyes better

Once all is in place and

& allows more light

secure, unhook and reattach
the velcro tabs to pull
up/down/midline as head
shape dictates.

to the head.

Take time to save time !

